
Technical features

AUSTRIATÜV
FREI Für Heck- und hintere

Seitenscheiben mit
2. Außenspiegel

inkl. ABG

99%

CFC®AutoGlasFolien

62%5%

Technical Data

Features & Benefits:
» 1-layer material construction

» non metallized

» protected by a patented scratch resistant coating for long-term durability

» shrinkability: minimum

» thickness without liner ~ 102 μ (0.102mm)

» warranty 5 years

» deep-black look, provides privacy

» ideal for application on vehicle glass to hold broken glass fragments in place and enhance glazing safety in accidents

» anti-burglary protection

» reducing eyestrain

» helps to maintain lower internal temperatures easing the load on air conditioning, thereby reducing energy costs

Proper storage:
» clean and dry environment without direct sunlight

» temperature between +15°C and +30°C

» relative humidity of 50% to 60%
     
General type certification ABG: by request
Please note the legal situation in your contry (certificated also for Austria e.g.) 
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Definition Value

Visible Light Transmission 5%

Total Solar Energy Rejection 62%

UV-Rejection 99%

Solar Energy Transmission 18%

Solar Energy Reflection 9%

Solar Energy Absorption 73%

Visible Light Reflection 7%

Thickness without Liner 102μ

Tensil Strength at Break 196 N/mm²

Break Strength 1961 N/mm

Elongation at Break 125%

 Peel Strength 0.87-1.22 N/mm



The indications about physical and chemical features are based on tests which are considered reliable but do not constitute any guarantee. 
The listed values have to be seen as guidelines. The indications are without engagement and are for informational purposes only. From these data, no claims can 
be derived. Modifications and errors excepted.

CFC®AutoGlasFolien

Warranty:

From the date of purchase CFC®CarFilmComponents grants a 5-year German warranty for the material if the vehicle (on which 

the film is installed) is used in an area comparable to middle-European climatic conditions. It is required that the vehicle is your 

property during the period of warranty and the installation of the film is executed by an authorized CFC®CarFilmComponents 

dealer.

The warranty of the material covers bleaching, discoloring, cracking formation, delamination, demetallisation, shrinking and 

reduction of the adhesive strength.

In case of a legitimated warranty claim the CFC®CarFilmComponents dealer will substitute the material at no char-

ge. The CFC®CarFilmComponents dealer has has no rights to remodel or enlarge the warranty standards in the name of 

CFC®CarFilmComponents and is no employee or representative of CFC®CarFilmComponents but an independent company.

This warranty is nontransferable. CFC®CarFilmComponents accepts no claims for defects which are caused by ignoring the 

care lables, accidental damage, demanding higher than average or wrong usage. CFC®CarFilmComponents cannot be held 

liable for the removal or breakage of the glass (for any reason). The removing of CFC®CarFilmComponents tinting films may 

harm the conducting paths are vacuum-metallized on single pane safety glass (very rare). Defects like these are excluded 

from the warranty.

The warranty applies solely on the quality of the films and requires original bill. This warranty does not cover the removal or 

replacement of the film or any kind of reimbursement in case of an admission ban in the future or a chance of the legal regu-

lations for tinting films generally.

Your legal rights are not touched by this warranty of course. 

Installation instructions and care labels are summarized in a separate document.

This translation is a service for orientation usage only and does not have any legal character. The legal claimable one is the 

German version.
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